
 

 

Patient Flow @ White Rock Optometry May 2020 
 
*This document is to provide guidance on patient flow through our clinic during these unprecedented 
times. 
*We will have to be fluid and adapt as we return to in person care. 
*We are all in this together. 
*We must keep each other and our patients safe during this difficult next phase. 

 
CLINIC  
 
*The front door will remain locked at all times to control flow into and out of clinic safely. 
*Host(ess) (in the lobby/at the door, reception position) will control the flow of patients into and out of the 
clinic 
*All staff, doctors and patients entering the clinic for ANY reason, even if not booked, MUST pass the 
COVID pre-screen, be wearing a mask, and have used hand sanitizer PRIOR to entering 
*All staff, doctors and patients will adhere to strict physical distancing at all times 
*Host(ess) at the door (reception position) will control the flow of patients into and out of the clinic 
*Pretest staff & doctors must also wear a face shield if doing icare or a procedure that requires a close 
working distance 
*Scrub tops (worn with your plain black bottoms) will be provided to all staff. They are to be put on once 
you arrive at the clinic.  Change into clean shoes at the clinic. Clinic clothes should be bagged and taken 
home to be washed so you do not wear your clinic clothes home. Shoes can be left in the staff room if 
you like. 
*Each staff member will be assigned a workstation so as not to share. 
*Phones will be assigned. 
*Pens should be labelled with your name and not shared. 
*Optical waiting chairs to be set up in waiting area (2 grey leather and 2 from staff room so wipeable) in 
order 1, 2, 3, 4; opticians will see patients from doctors, patients calling in, and those who walk into the 
clinic, but ALL will have to wait until they can be safely seen. 
*Pretest: ideally patients are seated directly in the exam/pretest room, but IF needed, 2 metal chairs from 
the staff room will be placed safely apart near the pod. 
*Arrows and floor markings will clearly show flow of 1 way traffic through the clinic and where safe 
distances are for waiting. 
*Doors within the clinic will remain open to minimize touch points. At this time more important than 
complete privacy. 
*Light switches will be wiped regularly and “off and on” kept to a minimum. 
*Talking with patients throughout the time in the clinic will be kept to a minimum in order to lessen the 
total time in the clinic. Informed consent still a priority for procedures like iCare, etc. 
 
 
RECALL 
 

1) Start with Waitlist (LG has been collecting). 
2) Patients who were rescheduled from March 18->check in any concerns: 

a) would you like to book a VIDEO consult with the doctor   OR    
b) would like to book in IN PERSON consult with the doctor (new protocols) 

3) If doing OK, reset recall for the fall. 
 
GOAL: minimize the amount of time patients spend in the clinic, optometrists and staff should try 
to update as much information as possible prior to the appointment (e.g. Health card information, 
address/phone # changes, patient ocular and medical history).  
 
 
 
  



 

 

BOOKING:  
 
COVID pre-screen: go through questions . 
INFORMATION: all personal information confirmed at the time of booking, insurance taken, patient history 
updated, chief complaint and reason for the exam documented, medication and history taken *ALL DONE 
AHEAD OF TIME. 
GOAL: minimize the amount of time patients spend in the clinic. 
*Patients will be directed to come to the clinic alone, no family members with them except for young 
children (with ONE guardian), teenagers alone; if an interpreter is needed, they can assist over the phone 
only.  
 
 
CONFIRMING: the day before 
 
COVID pre-screen: update any changes. 
Tell patients to arrive at the lobby area promptly, 5 minutes before their appt time, wear a mask, come 
alone. 
Patients will be reminded to keep talking to a minimum in order to shorten time in the clinic for both exam 
and optical needs. 
 
DAY OF THE EXAM: IN PERSON at the clinic the day of your appt: patient will be met by the host(ess) 
in the lobby or at the door (reception staff) 
COVID pre-screen: update any changes. 
***OK to turn someone away if any concerns. 
Patient is given a mask if they do not already have one on. 
Hand sanitizer given. 
Temperature check. 
They will then enter the clinic to check in at reception (plexiglass barriers will be in place) and be taken by 
a pretester right away. 
 
 
PRETEST:  
Pretest to take patient directly to exam/pretest room. 
Pretester to check doctor notes for what testing is required. 
The chair, phoropter and all exam equipment will be thoroughly wiped down prior to the patient entering 
the room. 
Do pretest efficiently, with minimal talking. 
Straight back to the exam room. 
Pretest rooms/equipment to be cleaned and disinfected, sanitize hands again. 
***NCT will NOT be performed at this time. 
PPE: mask, face shield, and gloves, if needed, after careful handwashing. 
Pretester Flow to start with: handwashing in front of the patient at CL sink or in exam room, icare 
tonometry (tips disposed of every time after use), optomap, and autoK auto ref IF needed. Continue to 
the exam room. 
Hand sanitizing and washing regularly. 
VF testing for now suspended, will only be done on an emergency basis. (Minimize touch points.) 
 
DOCTOR EXAM:  efficiency, will communicate with pretest, optical and front staff additional services, f/u 
and or detailed discussion will be done over the phone AFTER the appt. 
Hand washing, face masks, gloves, plastic barriers for slit lamp & phoropter. 
Doctors: enter the room (already wearing a mask) and immediately wash hands for 20-30 secs, put 
gloves on IF needed, and shield IF needed, discard gloves when finished. 
 *Before you leave the room again hands should be washed. If planning to perform any procedure where 
the patient needs to be touched, gloves can be appropriate OR another hand wash before and after 
touching the patient.  
*Door remains open to minimize touch points. 



 

 

OPTICAL:  
Optical walk ins must have the COVID pre-screen done, be wearing a mask, use hand sanitizer, 
temperature check by host. 
*Patients wanting to discuss glasses will wait for an available optician in the designated waiting area, this 
will include patients from the doctor, patients picking up glasses, or patients who have walked into the 
clinic (without appt) but the host has identified as needing our services. 
*Plastic barriers for pupillometer. 
*”Dirty” frames that have been tried on should be placed into a plastic container for disinfection in the lab. 
Disinfect glasses by spraying on Bi-Oh! over the entire frame and allow to dry. 
 

*BE KIND   *   BE SAFE  *  SUPPORT EACH OTHER* 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 


